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Abstract
In the summer of 2015, EasternWashington State (east of 122°W) experienced over 2000 fires that
burned a record amount of area, saw the deaths of three firefighters, and caused hazardous air quality
throughoutmuch of the region. The area burned during the 2015 fire season (∼471 000 hectares)was
over three times that of the next largest year in the previous 32 years.We examine Eastern
Washington’s 2015fire season in the context of the historical fire record, which is available from
satellite remote sensing observations for the past 32 years.We explore the relationship betweenfire
activity and physical climatic factors, including temperature and precipitation, fuel characteristics,
such as dry fuelmoisture, historical land cover change, forest health, andfire behavior, such as ignition
and propagation. Summer 2015was anomalously warm in EasternWashington—nearly 1 °Cwarmer
than the previous recordwarm year and 1.4 °Cwarmer than the 32-year climatology. It followed a
near-recordwarmwinter with anomalously low spring snowpack, whereas winter precipitation in
2014–2015was near normal.We find that the extreme 2015fire year was not attributable to any one
physical factor, but rather was related to a combination of anomalously dry andwarm summer
conditions, a lightning storm inmid-August, early propagation and growth through grasslands, and
high grassland fuel loadings caused by anomalous growth in the preceding late winter and spring. At
the local level, prediction of the anomalous 2015 burned area is not associatedwith any single variable;
however, the combination of conditions, especially climate and fuel loads, are likely to recur in the
future.

1. Introduction

According to theNationalWildfire Coordinating Committee, the summer of 2015 in the PacificNorthwest US
(Washington andOregon)was ‘themost severe fire season inmodern history’ (Northwest Interagency
CoordinationCenter 2015). Almost 500 000 ha in EasternWashington (whichwe define as that part of
Washington State east of 122 °Wlongitude) burned fromMay to September, almostfive times the average over
the previous 32 years (according toMonitoring Trends in Burn Severity (MTBS) data). Over 2000fires were
reported in EasternWashington, of which over 50were classified as large (a largefire burnsmore than 100 acres
of forest or 300 acres of grassland, perNorthwest Interagency CoordinationCenter 2015). Fires also contribute
to air pollutant concentrations, and during the period fromAugust 20th to September 1st, 2015, air quality in
EasternWashingtonwas consistently unhealthy according to theUS Environmental Protection Agency
(Northwest Interagency CoordinationCenter 2015).

Over the last three decades, wildfires of all sizes have becomemore common in theWesternUS
(Westerling 2006, Stavros et al 2014).Westerling 2006 argue that a general warming trend and earlier spring
snowmelt are associatedwith increasedfire incidence. Fires aremore commonduring drought conditions;
historical correlations between area burned orfire occurrence and climate variables suggest that the primary
drivers of anomalously high fire seasons are (lack of)precipitation andwarm temperatures as well as fuel
availability, wind, and humidity (Littell 2018,Westerling et al 2003). Land cover also plays a role; different
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ecosystems have varying levels of fuel availability, which respond to antecedent precipitation and dry at different
rates (Westerling et al 2003, Littell et al 2009). TheWesternUS has experienced droughts due towinter
(December to February)warming, evidenced by diminished spring snowpacks that reduce summerwater
availability (Mote et al 2005). As a result, burned area in theWesternUS is expected to continue to increase over
the next century as the climate continues towarm (Littell et al 2010).

We investigate here possible drivers of the exceptional 2015wildfire season in EasternWashington relative to
the previous 32 years for which consistent data on the spatial extent of burns are available. In particular, we
investigate the role of climate conditions associatedwith the anomalouslywarmwinter of 2014–15, fuel
moisture, and ignition sources.We also consider other factors, including land cover change, forest health, and
early stagefire propagation, thatmight have played a role in the extreme fire season.

2.Methods

We focused our analysis on EasternWashington, which had both the largest burned area and the highest number
offires in 2015 among the northwestern states.We defined our domain as the area ofWashington State east of
122°, where the number and extent offires were largest. This portion ofWashington ismanaged by a
combination of entities including theUS Forest Service (USFS), the Bureau of IndianAffairs, theWashington
Department ofNatural Resources, theUS Fish andWildlife Service, and private owners (USGeological
Survey 2017).

We calculated burned area over EasternWashington between 1984 and 2015 to determine the summer 2015
anomaly. To establish drivers of the extreme fire season, we examined climatic and non-climatic factors that
potentially influenced fire fuel load, ignition, and propagation.

2.1. Burned area
Our primary source of burned area informationwas theMTBSdatabase, produced by theUSGeological Survey
and theUS Forest Service (Eidenshink et al 2007; https://mtbs.gov/).MTBS usesfire incident reports from state
and federal agencies and calculates pre- and post-fireNormalized Burn Ratios (NBR) for burned regions. NBR
values are calculated using 30 mLandsat near infrared and shortwave infrared bandswhich emphasizes contrast
between healthy and burned vegetation. The pre- and post-fireNBR values are compared to isolated burned area
perimeters. Burned areas are further classified as wild (both natural and human-caused) or prescribed
(Eidenshink et al 2007).We usedMTBS as our primary data resource because it is consistently available for a
longer time period than other sources (1984 through 2015) and because the remotely sensedfire perimeters are
manually corrected by local experts tomatch state and federalfire report data (Eidenshink et al 2007).

To cross-check theMTBS data over our study domain, we usedNASA’s Fire Information for Resource
Management System (FIRMS), which consists offire hotspots representing the centroids of 1 kmMODISTerra
andAqua pixels that show evidence of thermal anomalies in brightness temperature. FIRMSdata are continuous
from2000 through 2015 (Davies et al 2009). They cover a shorter historical period thanMTBSbecause they are
based onMODIS satellite data, which beganwith the launch ofNASA’s Terra satellite in 2000. For 2015, we also
comparedMTBS estimates withfire perimeters from theUSGSGeospatialMulti-Agency CoordinationGroup
(GeoMAC) (Walters et al 2008). TheGeoMACdata usefire reports submitted by state and federal agencies
across the conterminousUS andAlaska to compile daily burned area perimeters based onGPS data, fixed-wing
aerial andMODIS imagery, andNOAA’s GeostationaryOperational Environmental Satellite (GOES) hazard
mapping system.We comparedMTBS burned areawith FIRMSpoints andGeoMAC area across the Pacific
Northwest (figure S1 is available online at stacks.iop.org/ERC/1/011009/mmedia), and found that, visually,
the three are spatially and temporally consistent. TheMTBS trendsmatchwell with FIRMSfire counts. In
particular, 2015 is consistently anomalous across all datasets within our study domain (figure S1).

2.2. Climatic drivers offire risk
Examined annually or seasonally, temperature and precipitation alone generally have low correlationswith fire
occurrence (Littell et al 2010,Westerling 2006). Previous studies offire in theWesternUS have, however, found
statistically significant correlations between fire indices and the combined influence ofmetrics related to
temperature and precipitation, such as the PalmerDrought Severity Index (Westerling et al 2003). Other studies
have used composite variables such as length of the spring growing season (Littell et al 2009) or combined
summer temperature, precipitation, and previouswinter’s snowpack (Littell et al 2010). To account for the role
ofmultiple physical climate and hydrological variables thatmay affect fire vulnerability, we used theUSFSDead
FuelMoisture (DFM) content (Cohen andDeeming 1985).

FollowingGergel et al 2017, we calculatedDFMat a 1/16° spatial resolution using the Livneh et al climate
data set (Livneh et al 2015) from1950–2015 (see also (Marlier et al 2017). DFMquantifiesfire danger by
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establishing amaximumandminimumdaily equilibriummoisture content of deadmaterial in steady-state
conditions based on temperature, precipitation, and relative humidity (Cohen andDeeming 1985). DFM
content itself is calculated based on fuel class. Here, we used 1- and 10-h time lags for grassland areas, which are
applicable to fuel under 1 inch in diameter, and 100- and 1000-h time lags for forested areas, for fuel sizes of
1–8 inches in diameter (Brown et al 2004). The smaller time lags respondmore quickly to changing
environmental conditions (Cohen andDeeming 1985). Previous studies have demonstrated correlations
between summertimeDFMand largefires across theUSNorthwest (Stavros et al 2014). To calculateDFM,we
used gridded daily precipitation,maximumandminimum temperature, and specific humidity, where specific
humidity was estimated usingMTCLIMalgorithms as described by Livneh et al (2013, 2015) andBohn et al
(2013).

To evaluate growing season andmulti-year cycles, we used Landsat 7NormalizedDifference Vegetation
Index (NDVI) 8-day composite images at a 30 m resolution (Chandler et al 2009) from2000–2015.We
examined seasonalNDVI averages for summer (JJA), winter (DJF), and spring (MAM) to understand changes in
fuel load and to seewhether therewas any evidence of lagged effects (multi-year drought) thatmight have
impactedDFMvalues.

2.3. Non-climatic drivers
2.3.1. Land cover
Because fire regimes can be altered by vegetation, we evaluated changes in land cover over our 32-year period of
record. Our primary source of land cover data was theMulti-Resolution LandCharacteristics Consortium’s
2011National LandCoverDatabase (NLCD), which classifies land cover into 16 categories at a 30 m spatial
resolution (Homer et al 2012).We examinedMTBS polygons across land cover classes to compare forested and
grassland burned area. Additionally, we classified FIRMS activefire points by land cover class to evaluatefire
propagation across forests and grasslands.We relied on the 2011NLCDbecause of its high spatial resolution and
because forest-grassland interfaces did not change substantially over the study period, despite forest loss from
fires in previous years (figure S2). Grassland in our study area is primarily amix of short shrub/scrubland (52%),
hay and cropland (36%), and grass (11%) (Homer et al 2012).We refer to thismix of fast-burning low vegetation
cover as ‘grassland’ to differentiate it from forest, but we note its heterogeneity. In particular, areas near the
forest interface aremore likely to be scrubland than the interior of the grassland region shown infigure 1.
Because the relative sizes of land cover classes did not change during our study period, we argue that the forest-
grassland interface was relatively stable over our period of analysis as well (Watson et al 2000).

To verify consistency in land cover, we examined forest change across our domain using theGlobal Forest
Change database v1.2 (Hansen et al 2013), which compares Earth observation satellite images (primarily from
Landsat) over time tomeasure forest cover losses from2000–2014 and forest cover gains from2000–2012.
Forest loss data are available through 2015, but almost exclusively reflect the summer fire season. Accordingly,
we limited forest change analysis through 2014. As of this writing, the forest loss data end in 2012.While
different forests with variedfire histories respond differently tomoisture change, for the purposes of this study
we considered forests to be essentially homogenous and, on this basis, we examined changes in recent forest
cover and health.

2.3.2. Forest health
Weexamined forest health using the Aerial Insect andDisease Survey (ADS)GISData forWashington, collected
from theUS Forest Service Aerial Detection Survey (USForest Service 2016). ADS surveys cover the forested
areas of our domain. They are conducted by local experts, who observe forest damage from a high-winged
aircraft and record specific damage sites on amap. Flyovers inWashington have been conducted annually
(1947–2016), and forest damage is recorded at a quarter-tree scale (USForest Service 2016). Because ADS
surveys do not includeflights over actively burning areas, and therefore the 2015 data are incomplete in our
region of study, we evaluatedwhether spatial correlations exist between 2015 burned area in regions covered by
the ADSflyovers and 2014–2015 forest damage.

2.3.3. Sources of ignition
Because no quantitative data on long-term ignition trends across our study domainwere available, we drew on
ignition data (2012–2015) from theNorthwest Interagency CoordinationCenter (NWCC) annual reports.
NWCC reports allfires inOregon andWashington, gives their total area burned, and assigns ignition as human,
lightning, or undetermined.We evaluated burned area and fire counts with respect to ignition sources, and
appliedNWCCdata toMTBS burned areamaps andNWCC fire incident data to examine spatial and temporal
ignition trendswithin the 2015fire season.
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2.3.4. Propagation
Weexamined propagation of large fires using FIRMSpoints, which are based on the centroids of 1 kmMODIS
pixels that contain activefires.We tracked the sub-daily progression of FIRMS points from eachMODIS
overpass by coding each FIRMS activefire point according to bothNLCD land cover type and individualMTBS
fire perimeter so as to produce a pixel-level categorization of land classification.We then examined hotspot
transmission across land cover type for each largefire in 2015 and evaluatedwhether early propagationwas
primarily through grassland or forest (figure S3).

3. Results

The summer 2015 burned area clearly was exceptional relative to our study period−6.8 times the 1984–2015
mean and 14.6 times the 1984–2015median (figure 2). Summer 2015 also had the highest fire counts in the study
period (figure S1). TheOkanoganComplex Fire, which dominated the northern forested part of the domain,
was the largest individual fire recorded over the study period (∼120 000 ha) (Northwest Interagency
CoordinationCenter 2015). The approximately 500 000 ha of burned area in EasternWashington is almost
three times the 2014 burned area, whichwas the next highest year. Therewas hardly any re-burning of 2014 area;
756 ha (0.16%of 2015 burned area) burned in both years.

3.1. Climatic drivers
3.1.1. Dead fuel moisture
Winter 2014–15was exceptionally warm across the PacificNorthwest (although several other winters have been
warmer across both the 32- and 100-year records; figure 3). As a result, April 1 (end-of-winter) SnowWater
Equivalent (SWE)was at or near record lows (Mote et al 2016).We note that SWEhas a strong effect on summer
soilmoisture across only part (higher elevation,mostly forested) of the domain, and that summer soilmoisture
is related towinter precipitation, regardless of SWE. An extremely hot summer (June-September) in 2015 led to
unusually dry summer conditions acrossmost of the domain.

We examined dead fuelmoisture (which is affected bymultiple climatic variables in combination) using
100-hDFM for forested areas and 1-hDFM for grasslands (Rothermel et al 1986). Smaller fuel DFM is driven
more by temperature and larger fuel by precipitation. DFMvalues for summer 2015were anomalously low
(second-lowest in our record for bothDFMmeasures; only 2003was lower), indicating exceptionally highfire
risk (figure 4). The 1-hDFManomaly (relevant to grasslands)was slightly higher (figure 4) due to the 2015

Figure 1. 2015MODISNormalizedDifference Vegetation Index (NDVI) overWashington State (lowerNDVI generally indicate
grassland or urban areas, and higherNDVI generally indicate forested areas)withMTBS burned area perimeters 1984–2014 (blue)
and 2015 (red). Dotted line at−122° indicates western border of study area [NDVI fromCarroll et al 2004]. There was virtually no
reburning in 2015.
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Figure 2.MTBS burned area in EasternWashington, 1984–2015.Grassland (red), forest (black). Land cover perimeters fromNational
LandCoverDatabase (Homer et al 2012).

Figure 3.Cumulative distribution functions for burned area (a), summer andwinter temperature (b), (c), summer andwinter
precipitation (d), (e), and 1-h and 100-hDFM (f), (g). Inset scatterplots show individual climate variables (abscissa) and burned area
(ordinate) to demonstrate long-term relationship trends. 1-hDFMand associated burned area computed across grasslands; 100-h
DFMand associated burned area computed across forests.
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summer temperature anomaly being higher than the precipitation anomaly (figure S5). Although their values
differ, the 1000-h and 10-hDFManomalies (not shown) are similar to the 100-h and 1-hDFManomalies.

3.1.2.Multi-year drought
Weexamined seasonal climatology across 2014–2015 for evidence ofmulti-year drought effects. Summer (JJA)
2014 andwinter (DJF) 2015 precipitationwere above average across our 32-year record (figure 3). High
temperatures from summer 2014 through summer 2015were not sufficient to establish extended drought;
rather they led to early snowmelt and an extended dry season that was limited to summer 2015.WinterNDVI in
2015was the highest in a 16-year record (figure S6(a)), indicating that conditions were sufficiently wet for
substantial vegetation growth to occur (see below).

Additionally, amulti-year effect would potentially drive increasedfire risk in 2016.However, 2016 had fewer
than 119 000 ha burned in our study area—about average for the 32-year record despite ‘above-average fire
danger’ early in the season and frommid-July through September (Northwest InteragencyCoordination
Center 2016).

3.1.3. Fuel load
Weconsidered the role of high fuel loads in the exceptional 2015fire season.Winter and spring of 2015 had the
highest and second-highest NDVI values respectively over the (relatively short) 2000–2015 record (figure S6(a)).
Despite average spring soilmoisture, thewarm2015winter, normal precipitation, and subsequent early
snowmelt led to an earlier growing season and increased fine fuels (figure S6(b)). SpringNDVI values in
2013–2014were also high (the third and fourth highest values on record), and the strongmulti-year growthmay
have further increased the overall fuel load at the onset of the 2015fire season. In particular, the highNDVI
valuesmay have increased 2015 live fuels, adding to the fuel load of coniferous forests. Live fuelmoisture content
is eithermeasured directly (most cases) or estimated using algorithms based on vegetation type, climate zone,
and temperature (Burgan 1979). Other estimators use soilmoisture and temperature or remotely sensed
greenness (e.g. NDVI,NDWI) (Qi et al 2012). Because the factors that influence dead and live fuelmoisture
anomalies are positively correlated—both approximate factors that control drying—it is highly likely that live
fuels were anomalous in 2015, as wereDFManomalies, whichwe computed (Rossa and Fernandez 2018).

3.2. Non-climatic drivers
3.2.1. Land cover
Weevaluated land cover change to determinewhether long-term trends in forest density or grassland
composition drove increasedfire severity. In 2012,∼54%ofWashington State was forested. Over our 32-year
study period, 6.0%of total land areawas deforested and 3.0% transitioned to forest according toGlobal Forest
ChangeDatabase (Hansen et al 2013). Although loss values are slightly higher than gains, we found that about

Figure 4.Dead FuelMoisture (DFM) forWashington State. 100-hDFMcomputed over forests and 1-hDFMcompeted over
grasslands. Dashed lines represent 30-year averages.
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90%of the forested area at the beginning of our study periodwas unchanged at the end, though changes to forest
densitymight have occurredwithin forested regions. Aside fromfire damage to forests, we found no particular
spatial pattern in losses or gains, or spatial relationship between land cover change and changes in burned area
(figure S2).

3.2.2. Forest health
Given that over 50%of 2015 burned areawas in forested regions (figure 2), we considered damage to forests,
primarily fromSpruce Bark Beetles andMountain Pine Beetles, areas as a possible factor in the extreme 2015fire
year.Mortality frombeetle damage can cause increasedfire risk the following year (Jenkins et al 2008).

To understandwhether forest health has changed in recent years, we examinedADS insect damageGISData
forWashington (USForest Service 2016). The data showed that no significant increase in forest damage
occurred between 2010–2015, and that therewas no apparent spatial relationship between damaged forest area
in 2014–2015 and forest area burned in 2015.Of the area in our domain surveyed byADS,∼5%of forest
identified as ‘damaged’ burned in 2014–2015, and a corresponding∼5%of burned area in 2014–2015was
identified as ‘damaged.’The fraction of area damaged by beetles is not large enough to change the fuel load of
forested areas as awhole. Recent research has shown that, over a 25-year record, insect damage has no
correlation to burned area, and in factmay have a dampening effect onfire severity (Meigs et al 2015, 2016).

3.2.3. Ignition
Records show that, in our study region, lightningwas responsible formore than half of thewildfires between
1992–2012 (Balch et al 2017). TheNWCC reports that 45%of the 58 largefires acrossWashington in 2015were
lightning-caused. NWCC ignition data for largefires show similar proportions of lightning-caused fires over
2005–2014. Recent years have somewhat higher percentages of area burned from lightning-caused fires (figure
S4), perhaps due to prioritization offirefighting in populous regions (Northwest Interagency Coordination
Center 2005–2015). Between June 1 and September 15, 2015,Oregon andWashington together had over 510 00
recorded lightning strikes, compared to a 2000–2014 average of almost 790 00 (USDepartment of
Agriculture 2016). There is no indication that lightning patterns or the proportion of lightning-ignited fires were
anomalously high in 2015, and no correlation between the proportion of lightning-ignited fires and burned area
(section S4) (Northwest Interagency CoordinationCenter 2005–2015).

We did, however, find that a single cold front inmid-August played amajor role in the ignition of large fires
through the study area. In 2015, 80%of burned areawas infires that were first reported during the period
betweenAugust 11 and 19. A large lightning storm swept the state betweenAugust 9 and 11. All of the five largest
fires and 10 of the 15 largest fires in our study region during 2015 began during this period (Northwest
InteragencyCoordinationCenter 2015). The number offires started during this week also led to swift
propagation ofmany fires, asfirefighting crews did not have the resources to immediately suppress all the fires
(Northwest Interagency CoordinationCenter 2015).

3.2.4. Propagation
Therewere anecdotal reports of early stage transmission of some of the largefires through grasslands, and
particularly areas infestedwith cheatgrass (Bromus tectorum L. (Poaceae)) an invasive species that is highly
flammable in summer and is pervasive (albeit spotty) acrossmuch of EasternWashington (Zouhar 2003).We
therefore investigated propagation of the largestfires through grassland and forests.We focused on largefires
(figure S7) because they account for a large fraction of the burned area in the region, and because smallerfires
were less likely to cross the forest-grass interface.We found that initial propagation through grasslands clearly
occurred in several of the largestfires. Of thefive largest fires in 2015, three started in areas ofmajority grass
cover and progressed into>50% forested areas, where they continued to burn in predominantly forested areas
(figure 5). The exceptionwas theNorth Star Fire (shown in green), which ignited in a completely forested area
and propagated through forests; the firewas in>75% forested areas for its duration. Grassland propagation
occurs rapidly, asfine fuels are consumed quickly, while forest fires burn slowly and spreadwidely only in
combinationwith extremeweather conditions (Rothermel et al 1986). Thefires that propagated early through
grassland therefore likely grew in size and intensity over a short period early on, and developed throughwooded
areas (regionswith scrub or sparse tree cover) that exist across the forest-grassland interface and into denser
forests (Watson et al 2000). These large fires with early grassland transmission followed by longer durations in
forests account for over 42%of burned area.
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4.Discussion

Although the 2015fire season in EasternWashingtonwas highly anomalous, our analyses show that therewas no
single cause. Rather, we argue that several risk factors combined to create the extreme 2015fire season. These
include exceptionally warm summer temperatures, which led to near-record low fuelmoisture (for both
grassland and forest), a large lightning storm inAugust, and rapid propagation of largefires (mostly) across
grasslands (which had enhanced biomass due to two previous years of enhanced spring growth) and (mostly)
into dry forested regions.

Our data suggest that seasonal climate anomalies in 2015 increasedfire hazard in twoways. First, warm
temperatures inwinter 2014–15 led to low spring snowpacks (despite near-normal winter precipitation) (Mote
et al 2016). The reduced snowpack enhanced early springtime grass growth and subsequently extended the
drying period for fuel loads. In addition, the longer period of warm temperatures in spring and early summer
loweredDFMvalues during thefire season. Second, recordwarm temperatures during the summer of 2015
further loweredDFMby accelerating drying. The combined effect was near-record lowDFMvalues bymid-
summer.

Taken over the 32-year time series, hydroclimatic variables including summer andwinter temperature,
summer andwinter precipitation, and 1- and 100-hDFM, showed little correlationwith burned area (figure 3
insets). However, summer 2015 temperatures were thewarmest in a 100-year record according to theUniversity
ofWashington’s droughtmonitor (Mao et al 2015). The reason for low correlations among climatic variables
and burned areamost likely is that fire incidence is related tomultiple variables, different combinations of which
can lead to anomalous burned area. Climatic factors, evenwhen combined into amore comprehensivemetric
such asDFM,may not lead tofires absent the somewhat randomoccurrence of ignition, such as the early August
2015 dry lightning storm.While, on a regional scale, some studies have found correlations between climatic
drivers andfire incidence (Westerling 2006), the insufficiency of one indicator at a local scale is consistent with
other studies that have investigated climate drivers of wildfires in both theWesternUS and the PacificNorthwest
(Stavros et al 2014, Littell et al 2009). Increased springNDVI demonstrates a likely increase in live fuels, ametric
that has becomemore commonplace at a larger regional scale (Abatzoglou andKolden 2013, Litell 2018).
However, fuel is still an insufficient single indicator for burned area.

Amajor cold front inmid-August accompanied by numerous dry lightning strikes across the regionwas
responsible formany of the largest fires. All of thefive largestfires were ignited during themid-August storm.
Three of thempropagated initially through grassland, where fuel loads were high, and a fourth along the grass-
forest interface, aided by highwinds following passage of the front. Ultimately, over 70%of burned area in the
five largest storms combinedwas in forests (where thefires burnedmore slowly but consistently given an
abundance of fuel), but early transmission in grasslands drove the rapid growth of thefires.

In contrast to the role of grasslands infire propagation, the role of forest healthwas less apparent. Damage to
forests bywestern bark beetles did not appear to affectmajor portions of the forests in our domain, nor did the
damaged forested areas burn anymore than non-damaged regions as surveyed by theUS Forest Service.

5. Conclusions

Throughout theWest, both the number offires and area burned has increased over the last 30 years (Dennison
et al 2014). In EasternWashington, the fire season of 2015was exceptional even in this context. Our examination
of a variety of potential drivers of the fires showed onlymoderate long-term correlations of any candidate
predictors with burned area over a 32-year study period. Rather than a single causative variable,multiple risk

Figure 5.Propagation of FIRMShotspots as a percentage of points in forested areas (Homer et al 2012). Points<0.5 are primarily in
grasslands, and points>0.5 are primarily in forests. Fires that propagate toward 1 aremoving fromgrasslands into forests.
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factors appeared to lead to the exceptional area burned during summer 2015 in EasternWashington.
Exceptionally warm summer conditionswhich led to very lowdry fuelmoisture levels, ignition ofmost of the
largestfires during a dry lightning storm in early August, and possibly enhanced growth offine fuels during the
spring of 2015 following a lowwinter snowpack, and similar enhanced growth the year before.

At a local level, the number of disparate risk factors involved in producing a severe fire season complicates
long-term trend analysis and predictions. Nonetheless, the lowDFMvalues that accompanied the record high
summer temperatures in 2015 are a risk factor that seems likely to recurwith greater frequency as the climate
continues towarm (Litell 2018). Another risk factor that appeared to be present in 2015was highfine fuel
loadings, whichmay have been related in part to the extended spring growing season associatedwith earlymelt
of an anomalously lowwinter 2014–15 snowpack and accordingly highwinter and springNDVI (figure S6(a)),
as well as buildup fromhigh spring 2013 and 2014NDVI. The climate conditions that lead to the fine fuel
anomaly likewise are likely to recurwith greater frequency in awarming climate.
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